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This affordable kit includes everything needed by beginners to master the age-old art of

paperfolding.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ 3 great starter booksÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ 55 fun-to-do projectsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Over 1,000

easy-to-follow illustrationsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ 96 sheets of authentic origami paper in traditional vibrant hues,

rainbow patterns, and metallic colored foils
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I recently decided to learn how to do origami. I purchased this kit for beginners and was not

disappointed at all! It comes with three books and sheets of paper. The paper is very good quality

and the books are fairly easy to follow. The first book is full of basic origami designs, the second is

birds and the third is zoo animals. The second and third books are a bit advanced and I had to go to

Youtube to see what some of the folds look like in real life. Once I got the folds down then the books

were a lot easier to follow. The only reason that I dropped a star in the review is that I think the

second and third books are more for intermediate to expert level and not beginners. If there was a

way to get bird and zoo animals in a beginner format that would be wonderful.

I bought this kit having never done origami before in my life. I wanted to learn, so I figured a



beginners' kit would be the place to start. This kit comes with three books and a pack of paper. The

paper is great - lots of colors, and plenty of sheets - and the "Easy Origami" book that is inside was

definitely helpful for learning, although it takes some experimentation as it lacks photos of exactly

what some of the folds are. The other two books that come in the kit are Origami Animals and

Origami Birds; I found these designs quite challenging for a true beginner. I was only able to

complete about three of the birds before I was in over my head (and the folds started getting so tiny

I wasn't able to continue making them neatly); I didn't even try any of the animals once I looked over

the designs.Overall, I would say this is a good kit for beginners, I just wish that they had included

books with a better curve for difficulty of designs, rather than going from "easily done by beginners"

to "whoa, this is hard!"

My daughter enjoys all things related to crafts and art, so I figured she would like this Origami kit. I

gave it to her the first week that school was out - as part of a box of fun things to do for the summer.

She was delighted with it right from the start, and now her desk is replete with paper birds, boats,

mammals and all sorts of stuff. It was a big hit, and even better than I expected it to be. I would

definitely recommend this product for other kids (or adults) who want to learn something fun or need

a short, simple project to do with their kids!

It is a little complicated even for beginners. I actually got this for my 7 year old son, but he quickly

gave up. I tried to do it, and though I was able to do some of them, it is still complicated. But I am a

very slow learner. So it could be just me. Certainly not for a 7 year old however!

Great set for my daughter who's 6 years old. She wanted to start doing origami so I ordered her this

one. It came with 3 books, one which was for beginners, and a bunch of paper and she loves doing

it!

This was definitely not a beginner origami kit. I purchased it for my 8 year old niece. She was not

able to do any but the very simplest designs. I have done origami for years and even I was not able

to follow the majority of the patterns! They are quite confusing. A few of the designs have 30 moves

or more, which definitely is not beginner level. The only good thing I have to say about this product

is that you get quite a good bit of paper. However, given the fact that you are almost guaranteed to

not be able to complete the patterns, this ends up being a waste since a lot of the paper ends up

being thrown away. Overall, not worth the money.



I tried to like this, but the paper is just too small for beginners. Instructions are a bit unclear also.

I bought this as a gift for my youngest sister. She's 12 years old and has trouble with some motor

skills so I thought this would kind of be a cool therapy for her to start using her hands more with her

mind. It comes with multiple books and some are pretty easy and have similar basic forms. Other

types of animals and concepts are much harder to do though, but my sister has really tried to

practice them and enjoys the challenge. I wish their form of explanations of folds was more

descriptive. Sometimes I don't even understand how they got from one fold to another. It also

comes with a wide variety of different paper sheets which is really nice. Overall, my sister has

enjoyed the challenge this has brought to her. I'd recommend this as a gift for any child and even

adults.
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